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I.   Analyse any ONE of the following using critical concepts prescribed for your  

         study in not less than 350 words.                                                                       (1x15=15)  

 

 a) Ozymandias – P.B. Shelley 

 

I met a traveller from an antique land 

Who said: "Two vast and trunkless legs of stone 

Stand in the desert. Near them, on the sand, 

Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown, 

And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command, 

Tell that its sculptor well those passions read 

Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things, 

The hand that mocked them and the heart that fed: 

And on the pedestal these words appear: 

'My name is Ozymandias, king of kings: 

Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!' 

Nothing beside remains. Round the decay 

Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare 

The lone and level sands stretch far away. 

     

OR 

 

b) Yudhisthira was the name of a poor potter who lived in a certain kingdom.  

  

 One night, when he was returning after drinking more than he should, he stumbled and 

 fell over some pots. When he got up, he saw blood was oozing out of his forehead. There 

 was a deep cut due to a broken piece of pot.  

  

 Poor that he was, he did not go apply any medicine on his wound, which is the reason 

 that the wound did not heal for a long time. After a long time, the wound finally healed 

 by itself, but it left a big scar on his forehead.  

  

 Soon afterwards, there was a famine in the country, and he decided to leave his place and 

 travel to another part of the country. On his way, he joined a group of people, who served 

 at the royal household. Along with them, he started serving at the royal household.  
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 One day, the king noticed the big scar on his forehead and thought, "This man must be a 

 great warrior. The scar on his forehead is evident that he has received such wound in 

 some battle. He must be very brave."  

  

 Thus, the king promoted him as a warrior and he was honoured with a place amongst the 

 best warriors of the kingdom.  

  

 The other household workers knew that he was no warrior, and became jealous of the fact 

 that the king favoured him, although he did not deserve it rightly.  

  

 Soon after, a battle was impending and the king summoned all his warriors. He wanted to 

 speak to all the great warriors personally and gift them with precious items as an 

 encouragement. The king addressed the soldiers with encouraging words and inspected 

 the equipments, and weapons, and even the elephants and horses.  

  

 On the other hand, the potter was no real warrior, and he feared going into the 

 battleground. All the preparations for battle made him tense. But he was resolved to 

 prove himself as a warrior in the battleground.  

  

 While inspecting, the king noticed the potter. He took him aside and asked, "O Warrior, 

 fighting which battle did you get this deadly scar?"  

  

 The potter replied, "O king, this scar was not caused by any wound by any sword. Being 

 a potter by profession myself, my home was full of pots. One night, I tripped after 

 drinking more than I should have, I tripped over them that caused this wound. Due to 

 improper attention, the wound left this big scar."  

  

 When the king heard the truth, he felt embarrassed for his earlier decision. He asked his 

 soldiers, "He is a potter, who has deceived me by pretending to be a warrior. Drive him 

 away from the army!"  

  

 The potter fell on his knees, and pleaded to the king, "O King, please do not do this. Have 

 mercy on me, for I am sure I will be able to prove my bravery on the battleground. Please 

 give me a chance to prove my worth."  

  

 The king replied, "You may have excellent qualities, and you may be brave. But you do 

 not possess the qualities required on the battleground. When the other warriors will come 

 to know that you are only a potter, they will ridicule you. You will get yourself killed on 

 the battleground! It is better if you leave, and return to your home." (from Panchatantra) 

 

The potter understood the king's advice, and left the palace immediately.   
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II. Answer the following in about 250 words each:            (3x15=45) 

 

1. Explain the methodology followed for structural analysis of a text with focus on 

Todorov’s analysis of the tales of Henry James. 

  

OR 

 

Examine the way Barthes links myth making to semiotics. 

  

2. Explain how the reader seeks unity in a text? 

 

OR 

 

How does the text change during reading, according to Iser? 

 

3. Consider the meaning and scope of the term, Nātya. 

 

OR 

 

Explain the concept of Sahrdya with suitable examples. 

   

 

III. Answer any TWO of the following in not less than 500 words each:        (2x20=40) 

 

1. How does Cleanth Brooks establish that Irony often functions as a significant part of 

 a poem's fundamental structure? 

2. What do you understand about the formalist method from your reading of the 

 prescribed text from Todorov? Elaborate.      

3. What are the basic tenets of phenomenology? How does Phenomenology approach 

 reading process? 

4.  Discuss the eight Rasas recognized in drama and dramatic representations. 

         

               **************** 


